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Related Work 
�  Several image retrieval frameworks which are based on searching a 

text base query in a given corpus,use a two stage progress 
�  First, images are retrieved based purely on textual features 

-  Tags (e.g in Flickers) 
-  Html meta-data 

�  Second step is to run a classifier, trained based on visual features, to 
filter and rerank the results from the first stage.  

�  The problem is; textual information in first stage is not available 
always. For example: survilance. 

�  Another problem is that they learn a seperate ranking/
classification function corresponding to each query term 



Related Work 
�  Recently, attribute based representation is used in wide area.  

� Object recognition 
�  Learning model of unkown object categories and detecting 

unexpected attributes in known object classes. 
� Comparing faces based on facial attributes and other visual traits 

can improve face verification. 

�  Most of these works exploit the fact that attributes provide a 
high level representation which is compact and semantically 
meaningful. 
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Multi-Attribute Image Retrieval 

Model Correlations between attributes 
• Explicitly utilize information from non-query attributes 
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Retrieval: Reverse Learning 



Retrieval: Conventional Learning 



Retrieval: Reverse Learning 



Retrieval: Formulation 



Retrieval: Training 



Ranking 
�  Given a query Q, rank documents in order of relevance 

� Output is an ordered set(permutation) 

�  Large Scale Datasets 
� Ranking is more important then retrieval 



Ranking: Formulation 



Ranking: Training 



Multi-Attribute Ranking & Retrieval 



Labeled Faces in the Wild(LFW) dataset 



LFW : Attributes 



LFW: Feature Extraction 



LFW: Quantitative Results 
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LFW: Analysis 

Mutually Exclusive Attribute Pairs 
- (White,Asian) 
- (Eyeglasses, no-eyewear) 
- (Short-hair, Long hair) 

Rarely Co-Occuring Attribute Pairs 
- (Lipstick, Male) 
- (Kid, Beard) 

Commonly Co-Occuring Attribute Pairs 
- (Gray-Hair, Senior) 
- (Middle-aged,Eyeglasses) 



LFW: Qualitative Results 
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FaceTracer Dataset 



FaceTracer: Quantitative Results 



Pascal Dataset 



Pascal Dataset: Quantitative results 



Contributions 
�  Single framework for ranking and retrieval 
�  Supports retrieval and ranking based on multi label 

queries 
�  Attributes within a single object category and even 

across multiple object categories are independent 
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